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To:                 CIA Students, Faculty, Staff and Members of the Board
of Directors

From:  Grafton J. Nunes, President + CEO
Date: Monday, June 1, 2020
Subject:     A letter to our community in light of current events

 
To CIA students, faculty, staff and members of the Board of Directors:
 
Over the last week, we have witnessed yet another death of an African American citizen at the hands of police, and we have
experienced the reverberations of a horrified nation. I write today to assert, on behalf of myself and the Cleveland Institute of
Art, unwavering support for all members of our community, but especially for the people of color among our students, faculty
and staff. We stand in solidarity as we call for an end to generations of systemic racism and prejudice of all kinds. It is
essential that you live free from fear of discrimination and harassment, not just on our campus but as you move throughout
the world.
 
Art and freedom are incompatible with persecution or with blinding rage. Here at CIA, we pursue the expression of truth,
justice and tolerance through art. There is no higher calling.

While the dramatic nature of recent events may recede for the moment, our country's legacy of racial injustice will not
magically go away. It is our job as artists, designers and thinkers to meet that legacy head on. In the coming weeks, I wish to
have CIA present a series of conversations in which we share our thoughts about how race affects our work, the ways we
discuss that work, and our relationships with each other. I look forward to sharing more details on this soon.
Whether you're spending the summer close to campus, enjoying time away or still hunkering down against the spread of
COVID-19, I hope you stay safe and healthy. May you find respite from the stressors of our times through the creative spirit.
 
Grafton
 
The simple act of an ordinary courageous man is not to take part, not to support lies! Let that come into the world and even
reign over it, but not through me. Writers and artists can do more: They can vanquish lies! Lies can stand up against much in
the world, but not against art.— Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
 
But art, as powerful as it is, is not the only instrument with which to fight falsehoods. There are also the daily acts of integrity
of common men and women who will not believe the lies or spread the lies, who will not allow the foundation of truth—factual
truth, moral truth—to be destroyed, and who, in standing for truth, will help heal this broken land. —Peter Wehner 
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